Hedgeworx

Hedgeworx takes a new approach to supplying plants and thereby ensuring that the customer receives a personal service. This begins with an initial consultation and site visit, to quoting and then supplying and planting when required. It is a one-stop approach to finding the right plants and getting the job done.

The range of hedging plants available ranges from small box hedging plants for knot gardens and formal areas, to mature hedging for boundaries and screening over three metres. Varieties available include Yew, Laurel, Beech, Hornbeam, Holly, various conifers and more.

Hedgeworx’ speciality is instant hedging. Year-round, the company can supply instant hedging to create the impression of a hedge which may have otherwise taken years to establish. The effect is really quite astounding, as is the science which goes into producing these amazing products.

In addition to hedging, Hedgeworx also offers a range of semi-mature and mature trees suitable for large gardens and open spaces such as golf courses, estates and parks. Trees are handpicked for the customer to ensure the highest quality.

Also available is a large selection of specimen topiary. Customers can choose from traditional shapes such as box balls and cones or hand select a unique piece from a choice of hundreds of unique shapes in Yew and Beech. Pictures of all of these products will be on our website.

For further information contact Steve Moul or Mark Jones, Hedgeworx Ltd 01491 826925 or 07764 405335
www.hedgeworx.co.uk
info@hedgeworx.co.uk